Learn to Touch
Type

in just

90
minutes

KAZ Learn to Touch Type in just 90 minutes can save your
company more than £3000* over the course of just ONE year!
(and if you think that sounds good, try multiplying £3000 by your number of staff)

KAZ Type - Saving YOU Time and Money by increasing YOUR PRODUCTIVITY
Deploying KAZ across your organisation will equip your staff with fast and accurate
typing skills. KAZ has delivered some impressive results.
Our research shows that up to 95% of employees waste time and focus ‘hunt and
pecking’ at their keyboard. Learning to touch type correctly enables them to work
faster, smarter and with much less stress.
KAZ’s ability to teach the A-Z keys in just 90 minutes**
encourages take up and completion of the course - but
don’t take our word for it - try it for free! (subject to status).
KAZ has been selected by: Learn Direct, The Open
University, Global Businesses, Government Departments,
Schools, Colleges, Universities and Private Individuals
around the world.
TRY KAZ FOR FREE
Contact us now:

Email: sales@kaz-type.com

*Based on an average PC user typing speed of 27 words per minute
plus typing errors. Actual saving is £3,340 over the cycle, based on an
average of 3 hours typing a day. Estimated average saving based on
increase in typing speed and reduction in errors. Free ROI trial for
qualifying organisations. Data provided by KAZ Type Limited.
**Our tests have shown that the majority of users complete the A-Z
keys section in 90 minutes or less. However, this is not guaranteed and
some individuals will take a little longer. KAZ is structured so individuals
can work at their own pace. Allow an average of 4 hours plus practise
to complete the entire course - including the rest of the keyboard.
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